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Abstract 

The smart shop floor relies on the integration of IoT and autonomous intelligence that batter decision-make of 

manufacturing processes by dynamic perception of the factory status and real-time analyzation of the vast 

amounts of data produced by manufacturing systems. Over the IoT, the manufacture resources including: 

manufacturing cells, AGVs, materials, fixtures, software systems, etc. can communicate and cooperate with 

each other in real time. Then a centralized decision-making system can be made to rescheduling the resources 

to get a better recover from the disruptions of the manufacturing system. In this paper, the autonomous 

intelligent agent system is researched in the context of a smart workshop for aircraft structural parts. 
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1. Introduction
Manufacturing system of the smart shop floor has the characteristics of self-adaptive, flexible, 

reconfigurable and self-organizing, which can efficiently support the mixed production of multi variety, 

variable batches of products [1]. The complexity of workshop manufacturing process makes it easily 

be affected by various disturbances inside and outside the workshop, which makes the high dynamic 

and timely control requirement of production processes [2,3]. 

In smart shop floor need higher requirements for the adaptive control of workshop production 

process [4,5]. On the basis of real-time perception of the manufacturing system, the methods of 

prediction of the manufacturing processes, real-time automatic adaptive scheduling, dynamic control 

of the logistics process, etc., can be used to improve the workshop production efficiency [6-8].  

Lots of researches has been done to improve the ability of workshop manufacturing process to 

deal with complex disturbance factors. At present, the related research is mainly focused on the field 

of rescheduling method of workshop manufacturing resources, including rescheduling algorithm, 

scheduling mechanism and scheduling evaluation method [9-12]. 

However, the practical application effect of relevant achievements is still limited, because of the 

difficult to obtain real-time status of manufacturing state and the complexity of disturbance factors 

and their influences. In order to solve the problem of self-adaptive management and control of 

workshop, inspire by the theory in the field of distributed artificial intelligence, many researches have 

researched the workshop control system based on multi agent theory [13,14]. In recent years, with 

the digital and intelligent improvement of workshop, real time state perception of the manufacturing 

system becomes a reality. And, with advantages of the flexibility, anti-interference and adaptive, 

many researchers have paid more attention to multi-agent system, and received lots of 

achievements [15,16].  

This paper mainly researches the dynamic control enabling method of the smart shop floor through 

the integration of IoT and autonomous intelligence. First, the smart workshop and system 

architecture of aircraft structural parts will be introduced. Second, the event perception system by 

IoT edge computing terminal will proposed to deal with the discrete and amount of event massages 

timely. Third, the smart agent model with a perceptual structure which can react autonomously 

according to the state of itself and event of other agents of the system will be introduced. Finally, the 

smart workshop of aircraft structural parts will be discussed to illustrate the autonomous intelligent 
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agent system described above. 

2. System architecture of the smart workshop
A smart workshop and system architecture of aircraft structural parts is used as an example in this 

paper, which is constituted in cyber-physical space by virtual digital workshop and physical workshop 

[17,18]. By smart agent, the CPS (Cyber-physical systems) model of manufacturing resources can 

be build up. Over the IoT, smart workshop architecture (Figure 1) is built upon physical layer, 

communication layer, mapping layer, logical process layer and decision layer. Functions of different 

layers will be detail described in the following. 
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Figure 1 – Smart workshop architecture. 
Physical layer is composed by manufacturing task (TA), manufacturing center (MC), workers 

(WK), Material (MA), automated guided vehicles (AGV) and pallet (PL), etc. The different physical 

objects are communicate with each other by communication layer. Physical layer is the OT 

(Operation technology) layer  which processing and implement the operating instructions sent by the 

corresponding agents through communication layer . 

Communication layer establishes communication between mapping layer and physical layer. By 

IoT technologies the manufacturing system state information can be real-time perceived and fused 

by IoT terminals, then transmitted by 5G wireless network form physical to the virtual world. It also 

receive massage from mapping layer and transform them into control information and transmit them 

to physical objects. 

Mapping layer is composed by autonomous intelligent agents of entities in physical layer. By 

smart agent the CPS (Cyber-physical systems) model of manufacturing resources can be build up, 

which can autonomy make operating instructions with received sate information of manufacturing 

system. 

With communication protocol and negotiation mechanisms, the logical process layer connects 

different agents of mapping layer with each other to deal with normal and abnormal events. And it 

will also send the event massage to the decision layer to deal with the abnormal events. 

According to the type of the event received, the decision layer will evaluate its impact on the 

production process, and make a resource scheduling decision according to the impact of the 

disturbance event. 

3. Event perception system by IoT edge computing terminal
The large of uncertainty abnormal events makes the complexity of smart workshop. The dynamic 

control of the workshop depend on timely event perception of manufacturing system. This paper 

proposes an IoT and agent based system to deal with the discrete and amount of event massages. 

Through IoT，it can quickly collect manufacturing system state information and feed back to the 

upper corresponding smart agents in real time, so as to improve the rapid perception and response 

ability of the smart shopfloor, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 – IoT edge computing terminal architecture. 
In the architecture, the connecting between physical entities and smart agent is built up by 8 steps, 

the event perception processes are described as follows: 

Step(1): Each physical layer entity sends their status messages to the access module, which 

provide a variety of heterogeneous network access IO for main types of communication protocols.  

Step(2): Through protocol analysis for heterogeneous networks, the RFID, Zigbee, OPC-UA, CAN, 

Serial port, etc. can all be connected and transformed into TCP/IP. 

Step(3): By Data conversion and standardized encapsulation, the data of the status messages 

can be converted and encapsulated into JSON standardized data package and sent by MQTT. 

Step(4): The original data send to the event process module, with event knowledge base the 

original data can be changed into event massages by types of data characteristics, through event 

reasoning engine the related events can be find. 

Step(5): By event information expression and encapsulation module, the event can be expressed 

by the model (1), id is the event identifier, name is the type of the event; location is the place where 

the event happened; timestamp is the event time property; then the events information of the terminal 

is encapsulated into JSON. 

Event=(id, name, location, timestamp)     (1) 

Step(6): Through event routing gateway, the interested event information can be pushed to 

subscribed agents. 

4. Smart multi-agent of manufacturing shop floor

4.1 Event processing based on agent perception structure 
This paper adopts an event processing framework based on agent perceptron structure, as 

shown in Figure 3, which is divided into three main modules: event acquisition, event filtering and 

event processing. 
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Figure 3 – Smart agent architecture. 
The main function of event acquisition module is to receive local events information sent by 
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corresponding physical entity and monitor the external events sent by other agents in time, through 

pre-defined and real-time monitoring of concerned events. 

The event filtering module is to filter the events that are not concerned or cannot be handled. This 

module contains an event list, which stores the information of all events concerned by the agent in 

advance. If current received event is an event in the list, it will be directly processed as a legal event; 

Otherwise, it will be sent to the user to handle it artificial. If the event is received, it will be expanded 

into the event list. When next time, this event is appeared, it will be treated as a legal event for 

processing. 

Event processing can produce a variety of abnormal events in the manufacturing process of 

discrete workshop. Event processing can help to find and respond to problems in time.  

The event-condition-action rule is used to process the events. A complex event processing rule 

can be expressed as:  

Event [pattern]:  If [condition part];  then [action part 1];  otherwise [action part 1]; 

Event [pattern] represents the complex event pattern to be matched, such as whether need to 

cycle processing, priority, etc.; If [condition part] indicates the condition to be satisfied, if satisfied, 

then [action part 1] is executed; if not, then [action part 2] is executed. 

When events message sent from event processing to actors module, the actors will evaluate 

whether the event will result in a bad effect to the manufacturing system. If so, this event will be 

defined as an abnormal event and sent to decision layer to rescheduling the manufacturing system. 

4.2 Events monitored by smart agents 
The types of agents in the shop floor mainly including: task agent and resource agent. They are 

monitoring the event happened in manufacturing field real time, as shown in table 1. Task agent 

mainly monitors task status, including: random arrival of tasks, priority changing, and whether there 

is emergency insert etc.. Resource agent class (AGV, materials, equipment, tooling, pallet, 

personnel, etc.) is responsible for the status of various manufacturing resources involved in the 

production processes.  

Table1 Main agent classes and monitoring events 

Agent Main monitoring events 

Task Agent 
Task delay, new task, inspection completion, priority adjustment, task 
cancellation, etc. 

Material Agent 
Material detention, material in and out, material inspection, Material 
application, etc. 

Machine Agent 
Equipment failure monitoring, maintenance progress, equipment 
recovery and availability, etc. 

Worker Agent Departure, out of work, etc. 

AGV Agent AGV failure, AGV application, AGV back to warehouse, etc. 

Pallet Agent Pallet loading status, pallet in and out, etc. 

5. Work shop rescheduling based on IPSO

5.1 Rescheduling performance evaluation 
This paper  is to monitor the abnormal events, and drive a rescheduling immediately after the 

abnormal events be monitored. the abnormal events information is the rescheduling signal of the 

manufacturing system. 

In rescheduling decision-making, the selection of rescheduling plan is determined by the 

rescheduling performance evaluation. According to the idea of JIT, the workpiece should be 

completed in the scheduled time, so when the production is completed early or delayed, the 

corresponding delivery cost will be generated. The delivery cost formula is as follows: 

𝑀𝑖 = {

𝑎(𝑡𝑒𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖)  𝑡𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑒𝑖

𝑏𝑤𝑖(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑒𝑖)  𝑡𝑒𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑑𝑖

𝑏𝑤𝑖(𝑡𝑑𝑖 − 𝑡𝑒𝑖) + 𝑤𝑖(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑑𝑖)  𝑡𝑑𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑖

  (2) 

Mi stand for the delivery cost of manufacturing task mission i; 

tei stand for the estimated completion time of mission i; 
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ti stand for the actual completion time of mission i in the rescheduling plan; 
tdi stand for the deadline time of mission i; 

a is the penalty coefficient when  𝑡𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑒𝑖; 

b is the penalty coefficient when 𝑡𝑒𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑑𝑖; 

c is penalty coefficient when  𝑡𝑑𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑖; 

wi stand for the coefficient of the emergency importance of mission i; 

The delivery cost evaluation of the rescheduling plan SC can be calculated by formula (3): 

𝑆𝐶 = ∑ 𝑀𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1  (3) 

5.2 Rescheduling based on IPSO 

5.2.1 Problem description 
The workshop is composed of m sets of equipment, and the number of workpieces to be completed 

in the current task is n. M={ m1 , m2 ,…, mm } stand for the equipment; Tasks stander by J={ j1 , j2 ,…, 

jn }; processes can be marked by O={ Oi1 , Oi2,…, Oij }; Pi stand for the priority of task i; Si, jstand for 

the process j starting time of task i; Ci, jstand for the process j manufacturing time of task i; Ei ,j stand 

for the process j finish time of task i. c, the scheduling model can be described as: 
𝐹 = min (𝑆𝐶)
𝑠. 𝑡.  𝑆𝑖,𝑗 ≤ 𝐸𝑖,𝑗

𝑃𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑃𝑖−1,𝑗

𝑆𝑖,𝑗 ≤ 𝑆𝑖+1,𝑗

(4) 

5.2.2 Improved particle swarm optimization algorithm 
The traditional particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm was proposed by Kennedy in 1995 after 

investigating the cooperative foraging behavior of birds [19-21]. The iterative formulas of velocity and 

displacement are summarized as follows: 

𝑣𝑖,𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑣𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) + 𝑐1𝑟1 (𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)) + 𝑐2𝑟2 (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖,𝑗(𝑡))

𝑥𝑖,𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) + 𝑣𝑖,𝑗(𝑡 + 1)
(5) 

    i stand for the particle i; j stand for the j dimension; vi, j(t) stand for the j-dimensional velocity vector 

of particle i at time t; xi, j(t) represents the position component of the j-dimension of particle I at time t; 

𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) represents the population’s optimal position at time t; 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) represents the component

of the j-dimension of particle i at time t; 𝑐1, 𝑐2 ∈ [0,1]. 

In order to solve the problem of premature convergence, roulette selection operator is introduced 

to improve PSO. Suppose the size of the algorithm is n, the fitness transformation function of individual 

i can be described as : 𝐹𝑖 = 𝑒−(𝑓(𝑝𝑖)−𝑓(𝑝𝑔))/𝑡, the particle selection process of the roulette is as follows:

Step(1): Calculate the probability that each individual i is selected to iterate: 𝑃𝑖 = 𝐹𝑖 ∑ 𝐹𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1⁄ ; 

Step(2): Construct a roulette: ∑ 𝑃𝑗   𝑗 ∈ {1,2, … , 𝑛}𝑖
𝑗=1 ;

Step(3): By simulating roulette bet particle selection operation, the system provides a random 

number r, 𝑟 ∈ [0,1], if ∑ 𝑃𝑗 ≤ 𝑟 ≤𝑖−1
𝑗=1 ∑ 𝑃𝑗

𝑖
𝑗=1 , individual i can be selected to the offspring population; 

Step(4): Repeat step 3 to get enough new individuals to construct a new species group. 

6. Case study
A smart workshop for aircraft structural parts and production processes is proposed in this paper 

as an example, as shown in Figure 4. Through the integration of CNC and automatic production line 

state of the manufacturing sate and machine status can be available. Through UWB and RFID 

methods the state of the logistics system can be received.  And, task agents, load agents, AS/RS 

agents, MC agents, AGV agents, etc. of the smart workshop are constructed by smart multi-agent 

methods. By these agents and management system of the workshop, normal events perception and 

processing can be deal with by the agents, as shown by Figure 5. The abnormal events will be sent 

to the management systems of the decision layer to rescheduling the manufacturing processes, as 

shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure4 – The smart workshop of aircraft structural parts. 

Figure5 – Normal event processing of the MC agent. 

In figure 6, when the machine MC2 breakdown after finishing the process 2 of task 5, the abnormal 

event message will be send to MES system of the shopfloor, and through the logical process layer 

the MES can got other state messages it concerned sent by other agents. With these messages the 

rescheduling decision of the manufacturing system will be made. Then by scheduling module of the 

MES system, using IPSO method the manufacturing plan will be rescheduled. 

Figure6 – Rescheduling result when MC2 breakdown. 

7. Conclusions
In this paper, the autonomous intelligent agent system is researched in the context of a smart 

workshop for aircraft structural parts. Over the IoT and autonomous intelligence, the smart workshop 

architecture is constructed by physical layer, communication layer, mapping layer, logical process 

layer and decision layer. The event perception system by IoT edge computing terminal is described, 

and the abnormal event will be reasoned and send form logical process layer to decision layer. Then, 

a rescheduling method based on IPSO is instructed to make a better decision of the manufacturing 

system. Therefore, dynamic decision of smart shopfloor can be realized.  
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